Call for Contributions
Note:
Onsite and Remote Options
In order to accommodate many situations, we are offering the option for either physical presence or virtual
participation. We would be delighted if all authors manage to attend in person but are aware that special
circumstances are best handled by having flexible options.
Submission:
1. Inform the Chairs: with the Title of your Contribution
2. Submission URL:
https://www.iariasubmit.org/conferences/submit/newcontribution.php?event=SOTICS+2020+Special

Please select Track Preference as SAT
Special track

SAT: Social Assistive Technologies
Chair and Coordinator
Millicent Akotam Agangiba, Lecturer, Computer Science and Engineering Department,
University of Mines and Technology, Tarkwa, Ghana
magangiba@umat.edu.gh
along with
SOTICS 2020, The Tenth International Conference on Social Media Technologies, Communication, and
Informatics
October 18, 2020 to October 22, 2020 - Porto, Portugal
https://www.iaria.org/conferences2020/SOTICS20.html
In recent times the importance of technologies in our daily lives cannot be overemphasized with the internet
and web playing pivotal roles. Several manual activities that could take hours to be completed can now be done
with a single click on the web. This has made it easier for most individuals to access information and services.
For instance, the web has transformed traditional classrooms into virtual ones popularly termed E-learning
platforms. In the public sector, the adoption of digital technologies has become a bedrock of transforming
government-citizen interactions such as the use of E-government portals and websites.
Presently, online shopping has become the norm to promote adherence to social distancing while
telemedicine has been widely embraced across the globe. For example, many governments have deployed
digital technologies to enable citizens to report COVID-19 symptoms and help trace infected persons.
This track is targeted at technology development and deployment with emphasis to integrate vulnerable
groups (the aged, children, persons with disabilities etc.) into digital society.
Potential topics include, but are not limited to:
 Social Assistive Technologies for Education;
 Social Assistive Technologies for Communication;
 Social Assistive Technologies for Commerce.
Important Datelines
Inform the Chair (see Contacts below): as soon as you decide to contribute

Submission: August 24
Notification: September 13
Registration: September 23
Camera-ready: September 23
Contribution Types
- Regular papers [in the proceedings, digital library]
- Short papers (work in progress) [in the proceedings, digital library]
- Posters: two pages [in the proceedings, digital library]
- Posters: slide only [slide-deck posted on www.iaria.org]
- Presentations: slide only [slide-deck posted on www.iaria.org]
- Demos: two pages [posted on www.iaria.org]
Paper Format
- See: http://www.iaria.org/format.html
- Before submission, please check and comply with the editorial rules: http://www.iaria.org/editorialrules.html
Publications
- Extended versions of selected papers will be published in IARIA Journals: http://www.iariajournals.org
- Print proceedings will be available via Curran Associates, Inc.: http://www.proceedings.com/9769.html
- Articles will be archived in the free access ThinkMind Digital Library: http://www.thinkmind.org
Paper Submission
https://www.iariasubmit.org/conferences/submit/newcontribution.php?event=SOTICS+2020+Special

Please select Track Preference as SAT
Registration
- Each accepted paper needs at least one full registration, before the camera-ready manuscript can be included in
the proceedings.
- Registration fees are available at http://www.iaria.org/registration.html
Contacts
Chair
Millicent Agangiba: magangiba@umat.edu.gh
Logistics: steve@iaria.org

